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Abstract-The balance set approach, first introduced in [l, pp. 138-1401, is developed for op 
timization problems with objective functions taking values in W”. As pointed out in [2,3], balance 
points have important economical interpretations. Since the theory of Riesz spaces and Banach 
lattices become more and more the natural setting for general equilibrium and dynamic economic 
models, see for instance [4], we propose here an extension of the balance space approach of [3], to 
models with objective functions taking values in Riess spaces. As an application, we present an 
optimization problem with an objective function valued in an L2-space. It describes the process of 
an agent maximizing the profit coming from an arbitrage portfolio in a financial market. @ 2002 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the concepts of balance point and balance set were introduced in [l] for vector optimiza- 
tion problems with objective functions taking values in IR”, several authors have analyzed their 
significant properties and have developed some algorithms to compute them in practice. So, 
the balance space approach has shown many suitable features that we will briefly summarize 
(see [l-3,5,6] for further details). 
Mainly, this approach yields a very general alternative method in vector optimization because 
multiobjective problems may be deeply analyzed by means of their ideal points rather than 
scalarized problems. It is not necessary to seek appropriate weights to compute a balance point. 
Instead, one has to choose a direction of preferential deviations from the ideal point in order to 
reach an optimal point. 
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Consequently, an interesting economic meaning is possible since the ideal point may be con- 
sidered an adequate reference for the decision maker. Given an arbitrary balance point b = 
(bi,bz,... , b,), bi is the difference between the final level attained in the i th objective and its 
“ideal level” i = 1,2, . . , n, and thus, the decision maker can choose another balance point when 
these differences are not very successful. Furthermore, b is proportional to the direction used 
to leave the ideal point and, therefore, each quotient hi/b, provides the number of units lost in 
the i th objective per unit lost in the jth one. When the problem is scalarized, the meaning of 
the weights is not so clear. 
This nonscalarized procedure provides new algorithms which, as said above, are very general. 
When we are choosing a concrete direction to detect a balance point we are also choosing the 
ratios of losses among the conflicting objectives. 
Finally, as pointed out in [5], the set of Pareto solutions and the balance set are equivalent 
from a theoretical viewpoint, in the sense that there exists a simple relationship between both 
sets. Thus, balance set techniques also apply to study the Pareto solutions.’ 
Both advantages, new nonscalarized algorithms and their economic interpretation, justify the 
interest of extending the discussion to more general settings. Banach lattices are becoming a very 
suitable context for modelling many economic topics, for instance, equilibrium theory (see [4]), 
or asset pricing theory (see [lO,ll]) where Hilbert spaces play a crucial role. So, the aim of this 
paper is to present a balance set approach in a general framework of infinite-dimensional spaces, 
and to show how this approach may apply in finance. 
Section 2 extends the concept of balance point for a vector optimization problem whose objec- 
tive function is valued in a Riesz space (more general than a Banach lattice, see [12]). Special 
attention is devoted to Dedekind complete (or order complete) Riesz spaces. Some characteriza- 
tions are obtained. In particular, the interrelation of balance sets with efficient sets is stated in 
Theorem 3. 
Section 3 focuses on an important question in finance. Asset pricing theory usually assumes 
the absence of arbitrage opportunities since the lack of this absence would yield “money for noth- 
ing”, and this is not compatible with the efficiency of financial markets. Nevertheless, empirical 
evidence seems to reveal the existence of arbitrage strategies (see for instance [13,14]) and this is 
a reason why several authors (see [15,16]) have turned the attention to imperfect markets (mar- 
kets with transaction costs, short selling restrictions, etc.) to analyze the absence or existence of 
arbitrage after discounting the imperfections effect. 
We will follow here the ideas presented in [15]. So, the monetary effect due to imperfections 
may be discounted once we have introduced a measure that provides information about the 
“size” of the arbitrage opportunities. This measure should represent available arbitrage profits. 
However, there is a significant difference between our present approach and this previous paper. 
While it concentrates on current arbitrage gains, here we will measure current and futures gains. 
Therefore, the problem seems to be more realistic since future profits also deserve the attention of 
investors, but it becomes more complex because future profits are random and, consequently, they 
are given by measurable functions. If we assume the existence of second-order moments, these 
measurable functions belong to an L2-Hilbert space and thus, the objective function (arbitrage 
gains) takes values on an infinite-dimensional space and ideas developed in the second section 
apply 
Section 4 presents a concrete numerical example for which some optimal arbitrage portfolios 
are computed. Moreover, it illustrates how nonscalarized algorithms can be also very useful in 
the infinite-dimensional case, and how the economic interpretation provided by balance points 
may assist the decision maker so that he/she can choose an appropriate solution in the balance 
set. 
‘Consequently, new techniques are provided to complete the existing literature on multiobjective optimization 
(see [7,8] for classical approaches, or [9] for a more recent analysis). 
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Finally, Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper. 
2. THE GENERAL BALANCE SPACE APPROACH 
Throughout the paper, we will assume that Y is a Riesz space, i.e., a real ordered vector space 
where any two elements y, y’ have a least upper bound, sup(y, y’) and a greatest lower bound, 
inf(y, y’) (121. A s usual the positive cone Y+ of Y consists of all y E Y such that y 2 0. 
Let X be a nonempty set and f a function from X to Y. The problem under consideration is 
min f (x)7 
(1) 
s.t. x E x. 
We turn now to specify our basic assumption. 
ASSUMPTION (A). The set f(X) has an infimum Co in Y. 
The previous assumption supposes the existence of an “ideal point” from where vectors of 
preferential deviations can be considered. 
It is satisfied in a number of interesting cases. It corresponds to the assumption that partial 
global minima exist whenever Y = Iw” and f = (fi, fz, . . . , fm) and we consider in R” the Pareto 
order defined by 
(Yl,Y2,. . . ,Ym) I (YLY~,...,YLJ, if Yj 5 yi, for every j = 1,2,. . . m. 
This is, of course, satisfied in the setting of [2,3] w h ere X is a subset of Rn inf-compact vis-d-vis 
each of the cost functions fj, j = 1,2,. . . , m, which are assumed continuous over X. 
If Y is a Dedekind complete Riesz space (see [12]), Assumption (A) is fulfilled whenever f(X) 
is a minorized subset of Y. Some classical function spaces are Dedekind complete. In particular, 
assume that (W, C, l.~) is a finite measure space and consider for every 1 I p < 00 the vector 
space LP(W, C, CL) of all real valued measurable functions g such that so ]g]P dp < 00, treating 
any functions that are equal almost everywhere as the same vector. Ordered almost everywhere 
pointwise, LP(W, C, CL) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Thus, f(X) has an infimum if f(X) 
is a minorized subset of Y. 
In accordance with [2,3] we extend the definitions of balance point and balance set to our 
context, adopting the same terminology. 
DEFINITION 1. Given g E Y+, Jet 
xi = {x E x 1 f(x) - co I g} 1 
g is a balance point if Xi # 0 and for every g’ E Y+ such that g’ I g and g’ # g, Xi, = 0. 
The set of all balance points is called the balance set and denoted by B. 
The vector problem is said to be balanced if the set X0 = {x E X ( f(x) = Co} is nonempty. 
Whenever the vector problem is not balanced the notion of balance point represents a possible 
deviation from the global infimum Co. As in the lWn-case, the set Xt is characterized with 
inequalities being replaced by equalities for a balance point. 
PROPOSITION 1. A vector g E Y+ is a balance point if and only if Xi # 0 and 
xg” = {x E x ] f(x) - co = g} . 
PROOF. Assume that g E Y+ is a balance point and let x E Xi. Then the inequality f(x)-Co 5 g 
holds. Taking g’ = f(x) - Co, it follows that x E Xi, and g’ 5 g. Consequently, g’ = g since g is 
a balance point. 
Conversely assume that Xi # 0 for a g E Y+ which is not balanced. Then, there exists g’ E Y+ 
such that g’ 5 g, g’ # g, and Xi, # 0. Take x’ E Xi,. Thus, f(x’) - Co < g’ 5 g and 
f(x’) - Co # g. Consequently, Xi # {x E X ) f(x) - Co = g}, as was to be proved. I 
Let us establish now the relationship between the balance set and the set of Pareto solutions 
of (1). To do this, we reproduce here the usual definition of Pareto solution as formulated in [3,5]. 
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DEFINITION 2. A point x E X is said to be a Pareto solution of the problem 
min f(x), 
s. t. XEX 
if f (x) is a minimal element of the set f(X), i.e., there does not exist x’ E X such that f (x’) < 
f(x) and ftx’) # f(x). 
Denote by P the set of Pareto solutions of (1). The following theorem extends the result 
established in [5] and states the correspondence between the set P and the set of balance points. 
THEOREM 3. Let B c Y be the balance set and P c X the set of Pareto solutions of the problem 
min f(x), 
s.t. x E x. 
Then, the following statement% hold 
(i) B=OifandonlyifP=@, 
(ii) P = UgEB Xi, 
(iii) f(P) = Co + B. 
PROOF. 
(i) Assume that B = 0. Take an arbitrary x E X. Since f(x) - Co E Y+ and f(x) - Co is 
not a balance point, there exist g E Y+ and x’ E X such that 
f (2’) - co I g 5 f(x) - CO and g # f(x) - CO. 
Thus, 
f (2’) 5 f(x) and f (2’) # f(x). 
Consequently, x is not a Pareto solution. 
We now prove that P # 8 whenever B # 8. We proceed by proving that 
U xg” c P. 
s+B 
Suppose that the relation UgEB Xi c P does not hold. Then there exist g E B and x E Xi 
such that x 4 P. This yields an x’ E X such that 
f (2’) # f(x) and f (x’) i f(x) 5 CO + 9. 
Applying Proposition 1 we get a contradiction. 
(ii) It only remains to prove that P C UgEB Xi. Let x E P and set g = f(x) - Co. Let us 
prove that g is a balance point. Obviously, x E X,” and thus X,” # 8. Take an arbitrary 
x’ E X,“. Then, 
f (x’) - co I g = f(x) - co. 
Consequently, f (x’) = f(x) since x is a Pareto solution. It follows that X,” = {x’ E X 1 
f (x’) - Co = g}. Apply Prbposition 1 to get that g is a balance point. 
(iii) Let g be a balance point. Then Xi # 8 and for every x E X$! the equality f’(x) = Co + g 
holds. It follows from (ii) that X,” c P and consequently, Co + g E f(P). 
Conversely, let y E f(P). Then y = f(x) f or an x E P. Statement (ii) yields that x E X,” for an 
appropriate balance point g. Thus, we get that y = f(x) = Co + g or equivalently y E Co + B. 1 
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3. FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS: ARBITRAGE 
IN STATIC MARKETS UNDER UNCERTAINTY 
Let us introduce some basic ideas to clarify our financial application. Consider a financial 
market for trading n securities indexed by 1,2,. . . , n. There are two dates, t = 0, where the 
decision making takes place, and t = 1. At date t = 0 each security price is given by some pi E B 
with pi > 0. Uncertainty at date t = 1 is represented here by a probability space (W, C,p) 
with W to be thought of as the set of states of the world, upon which the payoffs of securities 
depend. The choice space for the payoffs Cri of each security is Y = L2(W, C, /.J).~ A portfolio, 
i.e., a trading strategy at date t = 0, is represented by x = (x1,x2,. . . ,x,) E R?. It has a 
market value Cz, xipi E R and payoffs Cz, xj~i E L2(W, C, p). An arbitrage is a portfolio 
offering “something for nothing”. More concretely, when we consider in L2 (W, C, p) the p-almost 
everywhere pointwise order, an arbitrage is a portfolio x = (x1,. . . , xc,) E Wn such that 
(i) CL, SiPi I 0, 
(ii) Cy__, X;Q~ 2 0 (i.e., Cz, xjoi(w) L 0 a.e.), 
(iii) Cy=‘=, XiCti - Cy=, X$i > 0 (i.e., p{W E W 1 Cycl X&(W) - Czl Zipi > 0) > 0). 
Most of the theory of asset pricing is built under the ideal hypothesis of absence of arbitrage. 
However, some of the empirical research presents evidence supporting the existence of arbitrage. 
The purpose of this application is to measure arbitrage opportunities in terms of maximum 
profits. 
Consider the set X’ defined by 
kxipi<Oand exiai>O 
i=l i=l 
and the function f from X* to L2(W, C, p) defined by 
f(X)(w) = 2 XiQi(w) - 2 &Pi 
i=l i=l 
for w E W. Two comments are in order on the function f. If the market is arbitrage free then, 
f(x)(w) = 0 a.e., for every x E X* (note that X* # 0 since 0 E X”). In presence of an arbitrage 
opportunity z’, we get that x’ E X* and f(x’)(w) > 0 in a measurable subset of W of positive 
probability. Since for every Ic > 0, the equality f(/cx) = Icf(x) holds and kx E X* whenever 
x E x*, it follows that f is unbounded on a set of positive probability. So we must measure 
in relative terms. There are several possibilities of modifying f or X*. Here we proceed by 
truncating the set X* and considering short-selling constraints.3 Concretely let X be the set 
defined as follows: 
X={x~X*I3h~Hsuchthatxj+hj>Oforeveryj}, 
where H = {h E RT 1 cb, hipi = 1). The problem under consideration is 
max f (xc), 
s.t. XEX (2) 
21n many papers, see for instance [lO,ll], Lz-spaces are used to represent uncertainty and pricing functions. 
p may represent the probability for the various states of the world. When the theory to develop concerns only 
with possibilities instead of probabilities, a Hausdorff compact topological space K for the set outcome states on 
which the linear space C(K) of all real continuous functions is defined and taken BS the space for the payoffs. The 
same results would be obtained in this setting. 
3From a practical viewpoint these constraints impede the investors to sell the securities they do not hold in 
their initial portfolios. Similar constraints are obtained if we are interested in minimizing the impact of market 
imperfections on the arbitrage strategies ( ee [15] for further details). 
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and it describes the process of identifying the arbitrage portfolios, constrained in a short position 
by a priced one portfolio h, which maximize the profit generated along dates t = 0 and t = 1.4 
In order to prove that Assumption (A) is verified we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. X is a compact subset of IF. 
PROOF. Clearly X is a closed set in W. Let us prove that X is bounded. Let x = (xl, . . . , 5,) E X 
and h E IwT such that xi 2 -hj for every j and cy=“=, hipi = 1. Thus, hj 5 l/pj, and 
consequently, xj 2 -(l/pj). Since x E X, the inequality cF=, xipi 5 0 holds. It follows that 
for every j. Thus, we have the inequalities 
-‘<xj<l, 
P3 Pj 
foreveryx=(x1,xs,... x,)~Xandj=1,2 ,..., n. I 
PROPOSITION 5. Problem (2) verifies Assumption (A), that is, f(X) has a supremum Co 
in L2(W, C, p). 
PROOF. Since L2(W, C, p) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space we need only to prove that f(X) 
is a nonempty order bounded set. From the lemma above it follows that for every x E X and for 
almost every w E W one has that 
If(x)(w)l 5 2 Ixi(Qi(W) -pi)/ 5 2 i [ai _ Pil. 
i=l i=l 
The result follows now from the fact that the function (I: = ~~__=,(l/pi) [CZ% - pi] belongs to 
L2( W, C, p) and does not depend on x E X. I 
REMARKS. 
(1) Notice that the pointwise maximum function defined by 
P(w) = m4f (x)(w) I x E W 
is well defined since X is compact and for every w E W the function f ( )(w) from X 
to Iw is continuous. Furthermore, for each Y c X we can define Cy, supremum of f(Y) 
in L2(W, C, p), and p’(w) = sup{f (x)(w) 1 x E Y}. It may be easily proved that py = Cy 
a.e., if Y is finite or countable. Besides, j17, Corollary 1, p. 901 ensures that f(X) contains 
a countable subset {f (xj)}~F1 such that 
co = sup f (X) = sup {f (xj)},“=, . 
Hence, Co is the pointwise supremum (up to null sets) of a countable set, i.e., Co(w) = 
supj f (xj)(w) for almost every w E W, and consequently, p 2 Co a.e. 
4Actually, the objective function f(z) adds profits obtained at t = 0 (-czl PiZi) and t = 1 (ELI Zi(Yi) without 
taking into account the value of T, interest rate between both dates. However, as long as r > 0 and the pure discount 
bond with maturity at the second date is available in the market, the current price (- cy=‘=l PiZi) of any efficient 
solution must be zero. In fact, given an arbitrary I E X, consider f = o + I*, Z* being the portfolio composed 
by the bond and with price equal to -cy=‘=l PiXi. Obviously, f(*)(w) = ~~~~ G%(U) -I- (1 -I- T)(- ~~~~ Pi%) = 
cy=‘=, li(ai(w) - Pi) - T cz1 PiQ 2 f( I u since I E X, and therefore, C,‘=l piri 5 0. H ) 
Similar arguments hold if T = 0. In such a case, for each efficient solution there exists another efficient solution 
such that the objective function achieves the same value and whose current price is zero. 
(2) 
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Proposition 5 becomes easier when we consider the minor modification mentioned in foot- 
note 2. Taking C(K) with the pointwise order as the space for the payoffs, then the 
corresponding objective function from X to C(K) is also continuous. Lemma 4 implies 
that f(X) is a compact subset of C(K). Proposition 4 follows from the fact that each 
precompact subset of C(K) has a supremum in C(K), see [12, Theorem 2.1.121. Note that 
in this case Co is the pointwise maximum of f(X), that is, Co(k) = p(k) = max{f(z)(k) ] 
x E X} for every k E K. 
If the vector problem is balanced, then there exists some z E X such that Co(w) = f(x)(w) 
a.e. There are nonconflicting objectives in the different states and scalarization arises naturally to 
turn the problem into a single-objective problem. Assume now that the problem is not balanced. 
For subsequent discussion, we reproduce, readapting to our example, the principal sets defined 
above. 
Let g E L$(W, C, p). Then, 
Xi = {Z E X 1 Co(w) - f(x)(w) 5 g(w) a.e.} 
= sEXICO(u)- (&xiQ--gxip,) Sg(u)a..). 
i 
It follows from Proposition 1 that g E L$(W, C, P) is a balance point if and only if 
xg” = 
i 
x E x 1 CO(w) - ( AX& - -g i=l i=l X&h) =g(U) a.e.} # 8. 
It is not easy to determinate for a given g if we are in presence of a balance point. However, 
there are some g which can be assigned on the basis of decision maker considerations. In fact, 
the balance set approach permits the decision maker to know how far a solution is from the 
“ideal situation” Co. Thus, he/she can first analyze how much money can be obtained for some 
states of the world specially important for him/her, and later the adequate balance point will 
be achieved. We illustrate in two ways the important economic meaning that the balance space 
approach allows. There is no attempt to consider all different choices of g that can be made by 
different agents. 
Assume that a decision maker wants to find out the maximum relative profit that he can obtain 
from an arbitrage opportunity at date t = 0.5 Then, he/she solves the scalar problem 
max - fJXiPi: 
a=1 (4) 
s.t. Z E x. 
Denote by m 2 0 the optimal value achieved in problem (4). Let Z* E X such that m = 
- Cz, x:fpi. For th e existence and properties of such an x*, see [15,18]. Since cy=“=, $(Y~(w) 2 0 
a.e., it follows that f(x*)(w) > m a.e.. In other words, implementing the strategy x*, agents win 
a profit of at least m, regardless of the state of the world. It seems then natural to choose the 
vector gm or g* of deviations as gm(w) = Co(w) - m or g*(w) = Co(w) - f(x*)(~).~ In both 
cases, the sets Xi,,, and X,“. are nonempty (since IC* belongs to both) and we have 
X:,,. = {x E X 1 f(z)(w) > m a.e.} 
G Xg”. = {x E X ] f(x)(w) 2 f (x*) (w) a.e.}. 
5That is, assume that an agent adopts the criterium “one birth in the hand is worth two in the bush”. 
6As already said, if the riskless security is available in the market one can take the lower deviations co(w)-( l+r)m 
and Co(w) - (1 + r)f(s*)(w). 
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In both cases, agents want to maximize their profit only considering those portfolios providing 
at least a profit of m or at least the profit provided by x*, respectively. 
Clearly, gm is not a balance point whenever gm # g*. It may happen that even g* does not 
belong to the balance set. In such a case, the following proposition proves that there exists a 
balance point gb such that gb 5 g*. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let g E L:(W, C, ,u) such that Xi # 8. Then, there exists gb E ~5: (W, C, CL) 
such that gb I g and gb iS a balance point. 
PROOF. Note that X,” = {x E X 1 f(z)(w) 2 Co(w) - g(w) a.e.} is a closed subset of X since f 
is a continuous function and the positive cone of L2(W, C, cl) is closed. Hence, X90 is a nonempty 
compact set. 
Consider the positive linear form T: L2(W, C, p) - I% defined by T(h) = s, h dp. Clearly, T 
verifies that T(h) > 0 for every h E Lt (W, C, p) - (0). Finally, consider the continuous map Tof 
from the compact set X,” to W. So, let 5 E X,” such that Tf(5) = max{Tf(z) 1 x E X,“}. We 
will prove that gb = Co - f(Z) is the required balance point. 
Obviously, Xib # 0 since 2 E Xib. Besides, from Z E Xt we get that f(Z) > Co - g. This 
implies that gb = Co - f(2) 5 g. 
It only remains to prove that gb is a balance point. Proceeding by contradiction assume that gb 
does not belong to the balance set. Proposition 1 yields an f E Xzb such that Co - f(i) 5 gb = 
Co - f(Z) and Co - f(g) # gb = Co - f(Z). Thus, f(z) - f(z) E L$(W, C,p) - {0}, and 
consequently, Tf(f) > Tf(2) which contradicts the choice of 5 as a point where To f achieves 
its maximum over XgO. I 
Let us see another approach on decision maker considerations. We make the additional as- 
sumption that the compact convex set X has only a finite number of extreme points, said x1, 
X2 , . . . ,xQ (for instance, this property holds if X is a polyhedral convex set; see [19]). Under this 
assumption, the linear function f( )( w ) ac h ieves its maximum, on the finite set of extreme points, 
for every w E W. Thus, 
P(w) = max{f(x)(w) I 2 E 3 
= max (f (2’) (a), f (x2) (w), . . . , f (x9) (w)) 
(5) 
is a measurable function and Co(w) = p( w a.e. Assume without loss of generality that {x1, ) 
X2 , . . . , xq} is indeed a subset of the set of all extreme points such that there exists a partition A’, 
A2 , . . . , Aq of W with p(Aj) > 0 and 
CO(w) = f (4 (w), a.e. in Aj, j = 1,. . . ,q. 
If an agent believes that the event Aj can occur with more chance then he/she will try to make 
the maximum profit whenever the event Aj occurs. In the remain of states, he/she wants to win 
at least the profit provided by xj. Then, he/she has to consider the vector of deviations gj = 
Co - f(xj) since one gets that 
As Proposition 5 proves, there exists a balance point d 5 gj for every j = 1,2,. . , q. 
4. EXAMPLE 
This section will present a simple example to illustrate how the developed theory works in 
practice. 
Let us consider the measurable space (W+, II, cl), lR+ being the set of positive real numbers, II 
its Bore1 a-algebra and /J the probability measure associated to an usual log-normal distribution 
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with fixed parameters. Suppose four securities (denoted by Sr, $3, S3, and &) whose current 
(at t = 0) prices are pr = 1, pz = p3 = 0.8, and p4 = 0.1. Their future (at t = 1) payoffs are 
given by the functions’ or(w) = 1 for every w E R+, 
and 
{ w 0, 1  - 1, ifw  1 5 < 2 w 2, 1 < 2, Q13(W) = ( 2-w, 0, 1 ifw l<w<2, < 2 2, 1
(y4(W) = 
{ 
0, ifw < 2, 
w - 2, ifwz2. 
The linear problem (4) attains its optimal value m = 0.375 at the arbitrage portfolio Z” 
with coordinates x1 = 0.625, x3 = x3 = -0.625, and x4 = 0. This strategy provides ar- 
bitrage profits at the first date and zero final payoffs. If we consider the arbitrage portfo- 
lio x0 = (1, -0.625, -0.625,O) ( i.e., the portfolio that invests in the bond the arbitrage gains 
of Z”), then the current price of x0 is zero, but its final payoffs do not depend on w E R+ and are 
equal to m. Consequently, f(Z”) = f(x’), an d we will use x0 instead of 1O to obtain the profit m. 
Bearing in mind that any optimum of (2) may be attained at portfolios x E X whose current 
price is zero, the problem may be written as follows: 
XI + 0.8~2 + 0.8~3 + 0.1~4 = 0, 
xi + h, L 0, hi 2 0, i = 1,2,3,4, 
I 
Xl +x3 10, 
x1 + (W - 1)x2 + (2 - w)x3 10, if 1 5 w 5 2, 
xl + x2 + (w - 2)x4 > 0, ifw > 2, 
and, after straightforward manipulations, the problem becomes 
I 
~1 + 0.8~3 + 0.8~3 + 0.1~4 = 0, 
xi + hi 2 0, hi 2 0, i = 1,2,3,4, 
ma f(x) 
$pihi = 1, 
i=l 
Xl + x2 2 0, x1+x320, x4 LO, 
(6) 
where 
Xl + 23, ifw 5 1, 
f(x)(w) = Xl + (w - 1)x2 + (2 - W)X3, if 1 I w I 2, 
21 +X3 + (W - 2)X4, if w 2 2. 
Lemma 3 ensures that the set X8 is convex an compact and its extreme points may be computed 
in a straightforward way. Omitting the auxiliary variable h, the three extreme points of X 
are x1 = (1, -1, -0.25,0), x2 = (1, -0.25, -l,O), and x3 = (0.625, -0.625, -0.625,3.75). Thus, 
the number of extreme points is finite and we are in a special situation analyzed in the latter 
7F’rom a practical viewpoint, ~1 would explain the random behavior of a positive settlement value that provides 
the future payoffs of a call spread (Ss), a put spread (Ss), and a call option (S4). SI would represent the riskless 
asset. We have taken an interest rate equal to zero in order to simplify the exposition. 
sWe will slightly modify the notation because it makes the analysis easier. Now X contains only arbitrage portfolios 
whose current price is zero, i.e., X is the feasible set of problem (6). 
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section. In particular, (5) easily leads in this case to the “ideal point” 
0.75, ifw 2 1, 
0.75(2 - w), if 1 I w I 1.5, 
Co(w) = p(w) = 0.75(w - l), if 1.5 5 w 5 2, 
0.75, if 2 I w I 2.2, 
3.75(w - 2), if w 2 2.2. 
Latter (ideal) payoff cannot be obtained in practice since P(w) = f(x’)(w) for w I 1.5, p(w) = 
f(x2)(w) for 1.5 I w I 2.2 and ,8(w) = f(x3)(w) f or w 2 2.2. However, it is an adequate 
reference that allows the decision maker to know how much money could be obtained in each 
state of the world. Problem (6) is a linear vector optimization problem that might be analyzed 
by means of several methods, but the balance set approach provides an interesting underlying 
interpretation. As said in the latter section, we can compare the ideal function p(w) and the 
final payoffs associated to the arbitrage strategy xx (X = 0, 1,2 or 3).g Then, we have to seek a 
balance point g (or g(w)) in the segment connecting p and f(xX), i.e., f(xX) yields the direction 
used to leave ,f3 and reach a balance point and the corresponding efficient solution (see [2,3] for 
further details on nonscalarized algorithms provided by the balance space approach). In such a 
case, bearing in mind (6), we have to solve the problem 
max7 
’ f(x) = f (x”) + ?- (P - f (x”)) 1 
~1 + 0.8~2 + 0.8~3 + 0.1~4 = 0, 
xi + hi L 0, hi 1 0, i = 1,2,3,4, 
rI 
c ’ pihi = 1 
i=l 
L x1+x2>0, x1 + x3 10, x4 > 0, 
r, x, and h being the decision variables. If ? is its optimal value and (?, 2, i) its solution, 
then g = (1 - ?)(/3 - f(xX)) is the desired balance point, f(xX) +?(/3 - f(xX)) is the corresponding 
optimal value of (6) (see Theorem 3) and Z E X is a Pareto solution.10 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The balance set approach has been extended to the context of Resz spaces, and it has been 
shown that the relationship between balance points and Pareto solutions still holds in this general 
framework. This seems to be a significant fact since the balance set approach provides very general 
nonscalarized algorithms for vector optimization. These algorithms show an interesting economic 
meaning that may help the decision maker so that he/she can choose an appropriate effective 
solution. 
A financial application has been provided. We have focused on the question of measuring the 
level of the arbitrage opportunities available in a financial market. This question seems to be 
interesting by itself (it provides information very useful for traders in practice) and it is closely 
QFor instance, the decision maker could desire to guarantee the profit m = f(zO)(w), and then he/she should 
compare p(w) and f(rO)(w). But one can also suppose that the parameters of the log-normal distribution (the 
measure /J) imply a very high probability for the event 1.5 5 w 5 2 csse in which f(z2)(u) would be very 
appropriate to seek the corresponding balance point. Much more cases might be considered. For instance, if latter 
interval is enlarged to 1 5 w 5 2, z2 could be substituted by a linear convex combination of ~1 and x2. 
‘OThis is a simple example for which & is an efficient solution and we would obtain the optimal value i = 0 if we 
solved the problem. Nevertheless, the example would provide positive ? after minor modifications. For instance, 
we could add a new call option (5s) with current price ps = 1 and final payoffs aa = 
0, ifw < 1, 
w - 1, ifw 2 1. 
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related to other issues in finance, for instance, to the analysis of imperfect markets or the financial 
market integration. 
The advantages provided by the balance set approach have been applied to give several pro- 
cedures that lead to adequate effective solutions. Moreover, a concrete example shows how 
a nonscalarized algorithm with its underlying economic interpretation also works for infinite- 
dimensional vector optimization problems. 
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